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Advancing Women Artists is committed to identifying and restoring 
artwork by women in Florence’s museums and storages. More 
than 2,000 paintings, sculptures and drawings by pioneering 
women artists, stored in the Florence museum deposits have been 
overlooked for centuries and, many of these  works are currently 
in desperate need of restoration. Advancing Women Artists is 
committed to safeguarding this art and to rediscovering a vital part 
of Florence’s forgotten cultural and creative heritage.

A QUEST THAT BEGAN IN 2006
An excellent example of philanthropy in Florence, the organization 
has restored various works by women at prestigious venues such 
as the Accademia Gallery, the San Marco Museum, the Palatine 
Gallery, the Last Supper Museum of Andrea del Sarto, Pitti’s Gallery 
of Modern Art, Opera Santa Croce, Santa Maria del Carmine, Santa 
Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi and the Twentieth-century Museum. It 
has salvaged paintings and sculptures by myriad women artists 
including Artemisia Gentileschi, Fèlicie De Fauveau, Irene Parenti 
Duclos, Elisabeth Chaplin, Maria Van Oosterwych, Violante Siries 
Cerroti, Carla Accardi, Antonietta Raphael Mafai and Titina Maselli. 
Additionally, AWA has restored 17 works by the first recognized 
woman artist of Florence, Suor Plautilla Nelli. AWA is currently 
restoring Nelli’s Last Supper, the world’s only known work on this 
theme by an early woman artist. 

OUR MISSION
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Restoration of damaged works by women is one of AWA’s primary goals. 
AWA sponsors restorations in collaboration with Florentine museum 
directors who lead each project in all of its phases. Expert women 
restorers are chosen to work with appropriate methods depending on the 
conservative issues that arise. Once works are restored, AWA supports 
local and international exhibitions so that scholars and the general public 
may have the opportunity to view recently salvaged and newly researched 
works. Each restoration is documented on film and, in most cases, a book 
is written to document the project. 
 AWA is also working to create traveling exhibitions and a permanent 
venue in Florence, dedicated to displaying art by these overlooked artists. 
In the future, it envisions satellite spaces being established worldwide, 
where these paintings and sculptures will be exhibited and eventually return 
to Florence permanently to be shown in a “space of their own”. These 
women must be celebrated and their work must be seen.  AWA is a founding 
partner in A Space of their Own, the worldwide database of art by women, a 
pilot program at Indiana University Enzenaki Museum.

Suor Plautilla Nelli (1524–1588) 
Florence’s first known woman painter, Plautilla Nelli, was a Dominican 
nun and one of the two women artists Giorgio Vasari cites in his Lives 
of the Most Excellent Painters, Sculptors and Architects (1568). Her 
painting, Lamentation with Saints is located in the San Marco Museum’s 
large refectory. It was restored in 2006. Over the past twelve years, AWA 
has restored several other paintings by Nelli: Saint Domenic Receives the 
Rosary, Saint Catherine in Prayer, Saint Catherine with a Lily—all hosted at 
the Last Supper Museum of Andrea del Sarto. Nine of her drawings were 
also restored from the Uffizi’s Prints and Drawings Department. 

Artemisia Gentileschi (1593–1652)
Baroque master Artemisia Gentileschi was the first female member of 
Florence’s Accademia dell’Arte del Disegno, Europe’s earliest drawing 
academy. She lived in Florence for seven years producing such works as 
Judith Beheading Holophernes and Penitent Magdalene. Her David and 
Bathsheba, which graced the Grand Duke’s apartments in 1662, was 
restored in 2008 after 363 years in storage.

AWA’S COMMITMENT TO 
RESTORATION & EXHIBITION

Fèlicie de Fauveau Artemisia Gentileschi

Suor Plautilla Nelli

Elisabeth Chaplin



AWA’S COMMITMENT TO 
RESTORATION & EXHIBITION

Irene Parenti Duclos (1754–1795)
In 2011, AWA restored a large-scale canvas by eighteenth-century Florentine 
painter Irene Parenti Duclos: Copy of Andrea del Sarto’s Madonna del Sacco 
at the Accademia Gallery. It is the only work at the Accademia Gallery by a 
woman. 

Fèlicie de Fauveau (1801–1886)
Two monumental memorial marble monuments by nineteenth-century French 
sculptress Fèlicie de Fauveau, in Santa Croce and Santa Maria del Carmine, 
were restored in 2012 and 2013. The former, honors West Indian poet 
Louisa Favreau, while the latter depicts the artist’s mother Anne De La Pierre.

Elisabeth Chaplin (1892-1982)
In 2014, AWA restored Elisabeth Chaplin’s The Three Sisters, now in the Pitti 
Palace’s Gallery of Modern Art. In this award-winning painting, the twenty-
year old Nabis artist portrays herself with Yvette and Nenette Chaplin. It 
was gifted to the city in 1974 together with more than 600 paintings and 
drawings by Chaplin, a French-born, adoptive Florentine.

Violante Siries Cerroti (1709–1783) 
In 2016, AWA restored a masterwork by the Florentine Violante Siries 
Cerroti, an artist for the Medici clan and the first woman granted permission 
to copy at the Uffizi Gallery in 1770. This devotional work at the Florentine 
church of Santa Maria Maddalena de’ Pazzi was damaged by Florence’s 
1966 flood. It depicts the Madonna presenting the Christ-child to Maria 
Maddelena de’ Pazzi, a Florentine noblewoman who was sainted in 1669. 

Adriana Pincherle (1906–1996)
Expressionistic painter Adriana Pincherle was the protagonist of a far-
reaching project in 2016, which saw the restoration of 12 portraits at 
the Gabinetto Vieusseux’s Contemporary Archive “A. Bonsanti” in via 
Maggio. The paintings, depicting Italy’s top twentieth-century writers and 
intellectuals, were exhibited in the Regional exhibition Adriana Pincherle: 
Colors of an Artist, part of a program co-sponsored by Villa Il Palmerino 
called ‘Women Artists of the 1900s’. 

The Flood Ladies – Phases 1 and 2
In 2014, the Foundation sponsored maintenance of seven twentieth-century 
works for Florence’s recently established Twentieth-century Museum 
in Piazza Santa Maria Novella. This 2014 project included paintings and 
sculptures by Abstractionist Carla Accardi (1924-2014), Pop Artist Titina 
Maselli (1924-2005) and Antonietta Raphael Mafai (1895-1975), a prime 
exponent of the Roman School, and contemporary Tuscan sculptress Amalia 
Ciardi Duprè (b. 1934). In 2016, the Foundation sponsored the restoration 
of additional works for an exhibition commemorating the 5oth anniversary 
of the 1966 flood in Florence. Artists include expressionist Edita Broglio, 
German sculptor Genni Mucchi and Cuban avant-garde painter Amalia Pelaèz.

Adriana Pincherle

Violante Siries Cerroti

Titina Maselli



Advancing Women Artists supports an on-going awards program honoring women 
museum directors in Florence, women restorers, patronesses of the arts and 
contemporary artists for their outstanding contributions to the culture of Florence. 
These ‘Nelli Awards’, recommended by previous awardees, give recognition to 
deserving women in the arts who enhance the fabric of the community.    

CULTURAL SOJOURNS, 
TOURS & OUTREACH

Advancing Women Artists annually organizes luxury Cultural Sojourns of Florence. 
These 6-day trips allow culture lovers a behind-the-scenes look at Florence. AWA 
also periodically co-organizes half-day tours in Florence featuring art by women 
as part of its local outreach program to raise awareness. Nearly 160 works 
by women artists are on public view in Florence. Proceeds from these projects 
support art restoration of works by women in Florence.

AWA HONORS PROGRAM

LECTURES, RESEARCH SEMINARS &
INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS

Research has deeply contributed to the creation of Advancing Women Artists 
and it is imperative that the organization continues to delve into the wealth 
of knowledge gained during its restoration projects. Advancing Women Artists 
organizes lectures and seminars, collaborating with the City of Florence, civic 
museum directors, state museum directors, Florentine civic organizations and 
the American Consulate in Florence. Other collaborations include American 
universities in Florence, the Medici Archive Project (Florence and New York), 
local cultural associations, Herron School of Art and Design of Indiana University, 
Purdue University (IUPUI, Indianapolis), Indiana University in Bloomington, the 
Indianapolis Museum of Art and art historians from prominent universities in the 
United States and Italy. 
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AWA’S BOOKS
Advancing Women Artists believes in the importance of raising awareness in support of the organization’s 
goals.  The Foundation sponsors the publication of books, television programs and documentaries spotlighting 
its restorations and art by women in Florence.  All author royalties from the sale of books and DVDs are 
donated in support of AWA’s projects.

Invisible Women: Forgotten Artists of Florence  
‘Indiana Jane’ strikes again: another painting has been salvaged from 
centuries of decay; another woman artist rescued from oblivion. In a city 
of indisputable masters, Fortune opens a window on art restoration and 
the trials and triumphs of remarkable women whose lives and works remain 
an unfamiliar but fascinating part of Florence’s cultural heritage. Author: 
J. Fortune with Linda Falcone. The Florentine Press, 2009/2013. English/
Italian. 

When the World Answered: 
Florence, Women Artists and the 1966 Flood 
This is the story of twentieth-century women artists and the paintings and 
sculptures they donated to Florence in the wake of the 1966 flood, to 
replace the 14,000 artworks lost in the tragedy. Their dream was to create 
a ‘modern-day Uffizi’ and help the city reclaim its place at the forefront of 
the world’s art scene. Authors: J. Fortune and L. Falcone. The Florentine 
Press, 2014. English. 

To Florence, Con Amore: 90 Ways to Love the City  
From famous frescos and family restaurants to meditative spots that 
soothe the soul, this book is a ‘love-letter’ to Florence and all of its unsung 
treasures and fascinating cultural gems. This collection of ‘must-sees’ is an 
indispensable guide for those who know the city and those eager to meet 
her. Author: J. Fortune. English. The Florentine Press, 2007/ 2011.

Santa Croce in Pink – Untold stories of Women and their Monuments
Santa Croce in Pink presents an under-discovered itinerary where a varied 
entourage of female artists, princesses, pious women and patronesses 
become the complex’s overdue protagonists in a journey that spans from 
thirteenth-century Florence’s humblest spiritual traditions to the tortuous 
road to Italian unification in the 1860s. Editor: L. Falcone. Authors: G. 
Bagioli, J. Fortune, D. Grossoni, P. Vojnovic. Adriano Antonioletti Boratto, 
AeA Editore, 2013. English and Italian editions. 



Art by Women in Florence: A Guide through Five Hundred Years
Florence, Italy has always been a center for women artists—whether 
Medici court painters, Grand Tour copy artists or the world’s most highly 
acclaimed portraitists. This pocket guidebook spotlights 80 works by 
60 women artists. The first and only guide of its kind, it reveals a side 
of Florence that simply must not be missed! Authors: J. Fortune and L. 
Falcone. The Florentine Press, 2011. English.   

Chaplin and Costa: Rediscovering Expat Women Painters in Tuscany
This catalog-style volume, which accompanied the Florence exhibition 
‘Private Mythologies’ at Villa Il Palmerino, offers a glimpse of female 
creativity in the 1900s, thanks to two international women artists who made 
the hills of Florence and Fiesole their adoptive home. Authors: M. Ciacci, S. 
Condemi, J. Fortune, A. Griffo, G. Giusti, M. Mosco. The Florentine Press, 
2014. English/Italian. 

Irene Parenti Duclos: A Work Restored, An Artist Revealed
A daring endeavor, an extraordinary woman artist. The painstaking 
restoration of  the Accademia Gallery’s sole work by a woman artist sheds 
light on this eighteenth-century painter’s masterful technique and uniquely 
Florentine genius. Authors: S. Barker, R. Lari, J. Fortune, A. Caputo, S. 
Bracci, D. Magrini. The Florentine Press, 2011. English/Italian. 

Orate Pro Pictora: Pray for the Paintress 
This booklet  zeros in on the restoration and inauguration of newly salvaged 
lunettes by sixteenth-century convent artist Suor Plautilla Nelli: Saint 
Catherine in Prayer and Saint Domenic Receives the Rosary  at Florence’s 
San Salvi Museum. Authors: F. Navarro, R. Lari, J. Fortune, C. Acidini. The 
Florentine Press, 2009. English/Italian. 

Pincherle and Pacini. Twentieth-century Women Painters in Florence
Explore Florence’s cultural haunts through paintings by eclectic woman 
artists, Adriana Pincherle and Eloisa Pacini. A pleasure trip through parallel 
Florentine exhibitions, it celebrates two creative lifestyles that are key to 
uncovering the city’s twentieth-century art experience. Authors: J. Fortune, 
R. Lari, G. Manghetti, L. Mannini and C. Toti. The Florentine Press, 2016. 
English/Italian. 

The Lady Who Paints: Violante Siries Cerroti (1709–1783)
A portraitist for Grand Tour travellers in eighteenth-century Florence, 
Violante Siries Cerroti secured coveted commissions from the powerful 
Medici and Gondi dynasties. Her masterwork in the Florentine church of 
Santa Maria Maddalena de’ Pazzi was damaged by the Arno’s flooding 
in 1966, and its restoration opens the door to the artist’s rediscovery. 
Authors: I. Ciseri, J. Fortune, P. Masse, E. Wicks. Pacini Editore, 2016. 
English/Italian. 

AWA’S BOOKS

AWA’s books are available online at: www.advancingwomenartists.org, www.theflorentinepress.net and www.amazon.com and at 
selected locations in Florence including: The Paperback Exchange, Feltrinelli International, Palazzo Vecchio Bookshop and Arte & Libri. 
All author royalties from the sale of books and DVDs are donated in support of AWA’s projects.

The Lady Who Paints
Violante Siries Cerroti 

(1709-1783)



AWA documents its restoration projects with professionally produced documentaries. Its EMMY-winning program Invisible Women Forgotten 
Artists of Florence continues to air on nearly PBS stations (American public television), as of November 2012. AWA and its restoration 
projects were also featured in the BBC’s series The Story of Women and Art (2014) and Michael Palin’s BBC documentary, The Quest for 
Artemisia. AWA has also produced several short-film reports including Pincherle and Pacini: Women Artists of the Twentieth-century (by 
Kristen Hills) and The Lady Who Paints: Violante Siries Cerroti (by Francesco Cacchiani). Copies of other productions can be requested 
for research purposes.

Invisible Women: Forgotten Artists of  Florence 
This Emmy-winning PBS television special features women painters whose works 
populate Florentine museums, including Artemisia Gentileschi, Suor Plautilla 
Nelli, Irene Parenti Duclos and Maria Hadfield Cosway. Discover the “hidden half” 
Florence’s art! Screenplay by Todd Gould, based on Jane Fortune’s book. WFYI 
Productions, 2013. English. 26 minutes. 

Artemisia Gentileschi’s David and Bathsheba: The Restoration 
David and Bathsheba (1635) was part of the Grand Ducal Collections and had 
been languishing in the Pitti Palace’s storage deposits for centuries. The quest 
to salvage the badly-damaged masterpiece provides a fascinating window on 
Artemisia Gentileschi’s years in Florence, where she worked as a court painter for 
the Medici Dynasty. Screenplay by L. Falcone, J. Fortune, N.A. MacGregor and S. 
Padovani. Arte Media Productions, 2008. English/Italian. 50 minutes. 

The Restoration of Lamentation with Saints - Suor Plautilla Nelli  
Restoration of Lamentation with Saints, hosted at the San Marco Museum in Florence, 
showcases Suor Plautilla Nelli, a Dominican nun-painter celebrated in Giorgio Vasari’s 
Lives. As her masterwork’s colors come forth following restoration, so too, does the 
personality and vocation of this pioneering woman. Screenplay by  J. Fortune, R. Lari 
and M. Scudieri.  Arte Media Productions, 2007. English/Italian. 50 minutes.

Félicie de Fauveau: A French Sculptor in Florence during the Grand Tour 
Santa Maria del Carmine’s ancient cloister is stage to the painstaking restoration 
of Fèlicie De Fauveau’s Monument to Anne de la Pierre, damaged during the 
Nazi occupation of Florence and the1966 flood. In Santa Croce’s loggia, watch 
conservationists bestow new dignity upon a marble tomb commemorating Louise 
de Favreau. Screenplay by S. Mascalchi, J. Fortune, L. Falcone, L. Pirelli and G. 
Tonini. Arte Media Productions, 2013. English/Italian. 30 minutes.

When the World Answered: Forgotten Artists of Florence 
40 women artists, known as the “Flood Ladies”, answered the Florence’s call for 
new art after the devastating 1966 flood. Their dream was to create a “modern-
day Uffizi” … and catapult Florence into the twentieth-century. This television 
special spotlights the female protagonists of Magic Realism, Abstractionism, Pop 
Art and Futurism and tells the story of the modern-day women working with the 
Advancing Women Artists Foundation, to promote and protect these treasures 
nearly fifty years later. WFYI productions. A documentary by K. Jacobs, based on 
the book by J. Fortune and L. Falcone. With Antonina Bargellini, Swietlan Nicholas 
Krazcyna and Franco Zeffirelli.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS & DOCUMENTARIES

Suor Plautilla Nelli

LAMENTATION WITH SAINTS
The restoration



Plautilla Nelli (1524–1588) 
at the Santa Maria Novella Complex
This stunning rendition of Christ’s last meal reflects one of 
Florence’s best-loved pictorial themes. It is the only known 
Last Supper by a historical woman artist. This work stretches 
for more than seven meters and remains one of the artist’s few 
signed paintings. The Latin inscription that follows her name 
is especially noteworthy: ‘S. Plautilla. Orate Pro Pictora’ (‘Suor 
Plautilla. Pray for the Paintress’). This work will be permanently 
exhibited at the Santa Maria Novella Museum in 2019.  Nelli’s 
oeuvre has grown from the three works attributed to her in a 
2006 census to nineteen works, of which seventeen works 
have been restored by AWA and Dr. Jane Fortune, it’s founder. 

Plautilla Nelli (1524–1588) 
at the Last Supper Museum of Andrea del Sarto
Once hosted at the monastery of San Lorenzo al Monte in 
Certosa di Galluzzo, Suor Plautilla Nelli’s The Crucifixion was 
commissioned in the 1570s by Suor Arcangela Viola, prioress 
of the Convent of Santa Caterina, where Nelli lived. The Last 
Supper Museum of Andrea del Sarto is to be reunited with 
two previously restored lunettes featuring Saints Catherine 
and Dominic. The Crucifixion is the central panel of this large-
scale triptych work. Over the last few years, thanks to multiple 
restorations, the Last Supper Museum has transformed 
itself into a center for works by Nelli exhibiting several of 
her devotional works including Pained Madonna and Saint 
Catherine with a Lily.

Violante Ferroni, our next “hopeful”
The woman who painted ‘the plague’
Violante Ferroni is a Florentine painter born in 1720. A pupil 
of Gian Domenico Ferretti, she was accepted as a member of 
the Accademia del Disegno, Europe’s first drawing academy, 
in 1736.  Her largescale works are displayed inside stucco 
frames on either side of San Giovanni di Dio’s monumental 
staircase, in the venue’s atrium: The Saint visits plague victims 
and The Saint gives bread to the poor. One of Florence’s oldest 
hospitals, San Giovanni di Dio was founded by the Vespucci 
family in 1382, to host victims of the plague.

IN PROGRESS AND UPCOMING, 2016–2018


